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We demonstrate the value of using the self-potential method to study volcanic environments, and particularly fluid flow in those
environments. We showcase the fact that self-potential measurements are a highly efficient way to map large areas of volcanic
systems under challenging terrain conditions, where other geophysical techniques may be challenging or expensive to deploy.
Using case studies of a variety of volcano types, including tuff cones, shield volcanoes, stratovolcanoes, and monogenetic fields, we
emphasize the fact that self-potential signals enable us to study fluid flow in volcanic settings onmultiple spatial and temporal scales.
We categorize the examples into the following three multiscale fluid-flow processes: (1) deep hydrothermal systems, (2) shallow
hydrothermal systems, and (3) groundwater. These examples highlight the different hydrological, hydrothermal, and structural
inferences that can be made from self-potential signals, such as insight into shallow and deep hydrothermal systems, cooling
behavior of lava flows, different hydrogeological domains, upwelling, infiltration, and lateral groundwater and hydrothermal fluid
flow paths and velocities, elevation of the groundwater level, crater limits, regional faults, rift zones, incipient collapse limits,
structural domains, and buried calderas. The case studies presented in this paper clearly demonstrate that the measured SP
signals are a result of the coplay between microscale processes (e.g., electrokinetic, thermoelectric) and macroscale structural and
environmental features. We discuss potential challenges and their causes when trying to uniquely interpret self-potential signals.
Through integration with different geophysical and geochemical data types such as subsurface electrical resistivity distributions
obtained from, e.g., electrical resistivity tomography or magnetotellurics, soil CO2 flux, and soil temperature, it is demonstrated
that the hydrogeological interpretations obtained from SP measurements can be better constrained and/or validated.

1. Introduction

Volcanic environments are fascinating and complex geolog-
ical settings. Besides activity that is directly visible at or
above the surface, a lot of complicated, dynamic processes
happen below the surface that determine the subsurface
characteristics of the volcano, which in turn control, e.g.,
groundwater flowand local hydrology [1, 2]. Viewing volcanic
settings and their subsurface fluids in light of renewable
energy, the following factors are ingredients for a successful
geothermal play [3]: sufficient subsurface heat (temperature),
the presence of fluid, and high permeability (for fluids to be
extracted and replenished).

Volcanic settings are particularly unique in terms of heat
anomalies affecting various subsurface fluid-flow processes.
For example, both in active and extinct volcanoes, subsurface
heat and remnant heat may generate hydrothermal fluid
motion [3–5].

Permeability in volcanoes is controlled by several factors.
These include the inherent formation properties of the
volcanic deposits and possible chemical and/or mechanical
alteration (weathering) of formations. The permeability is
also heavily influenced by the presence of cracks, faults,
and fracture networks. These features can strongly con-
trol groundwater flow paths. In volcanic systems, a variety
of mechanisms can develop cracks, faults, and fracture
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networks, which can enhance the permeability and establish
preferential fluid flow paths (although faults may also have a
sealing-nature). At least four general scenarios seem plausi-
ble for developing crack/fault/fracture networks in volcanic
environments:

(1) Rift Zones/Dike Intrusions. Although the details of
dike formation are a topic of research, a substantial
body of research indicates that dikes are controlled
by the stress field at the time of intrusion, with dikes
propagating along surfaces normal to the direction of
least compressive stress [6, 7]. During dike intrusion,
the dikes themselves perturb the stress field over
distances that scale with the height or length of the
dike [7]. Laboratory and field experiments demon-
strate that fracturing and other types of inelastic
deformation can occur above the top of a dike and
presumably elsewhere around its perimeter [8]. The
resulting cracks, faults, fractures, and fissures can
all enhance the permeability of the volcanic system.
The dikes themselves are often considered to be
low-permeability barriers for fluid flow [1], although
they commonly develop cooling fractures that extend
across the dikes; fractures in these intradike fracture
systems can be closely spaced [9].

(2) Near-Surface Normal Faults and Growth Fault Sys-
tems. Basaltic dike intrusions commonly develop in
regions of pronounced normal faulting, with net-
works of nearly vertical opening-mode 1 fissures
being commonly along the normal faults [10]. Large
voids in these systems can remain open to depths
as large as several hundred meters, and they would
play an important role in groundwater systems and
hydrothermal circulation. Lava flows that encounter
these fissures do not necessarily invade all the void
space in the fissures, so the lavas can seal the tops of
the fissures while allowing substantial interconnected
void space to be retained [10].

(3) Cooling Cracks. Cooling of basalt is a diffusion
process, which causes contraction and crack forma-
tion [11]. Relative temperature gradients, and hence
cooling rates, are suggested to play an important
role in crack growth processes [12]. The features
of the cracks seem to be the result of a delicate
coplay between thermal and mechanical behavior
during cooling. For example, each increment of crack
advance can be halted due to, e.g., lowering of the
tensile stress associated with thermal contraction
due to displacements accompanying the fracture or
as a result of the fracture proceeding into hotter,
less brittle material [12]. When considering cooling
rates of typical intrusions as well as the temperature
gradients within intrusions, the environment plays an
important role: e.g., groundwater and vapor interac-
tions with the magma [13].

(4) Flank Collapse/Landslide-Related Faults. Some vol-
canic flank collapses are essentially large landslides.

The landslide process is well known to develop frac-
tures around the perimeter of a slide mass, as well
as in some areas within the slide mass. Sliding at
depth can cause fracturing and normal faulting at
the surface, as well as thrust faulting near the toe
of the landslide [14]. A combination of gravitational
forces, magma pressure, and groundwater seepage
effects all have been proposed to help drive massive
landslides on Hawaiian volcanoes [15]. Phenomena
such as hydrothermal convection and hydrothermal
alteration also contribute to volcanic slope failure [15].

The main processes in volcanic environments that reduce
rock formation permeability (or hydraulic conductivity) are
chemical alteration processes [16]. The original hydraulic
conductivity of the rocks can be drastically reduced or
even totally obliterated through processes such as ferralitic
weathering (a soil genetic process that leads to the removal
of bases and silica [17]) and thermal and hydrothermal
alteration [18, 19]. For example, acidic hydrothermal fluids
can chemically alter rock formations, forming, e.g., clay layers
with low permeability in certain zones. For instance, strong
chemical alteration (weathering) can occur in the vicinity
of preferential fluid flow paths and/or nearby magmatic
conduits and hydrothermal vents [4]. Chemically altered
formations, due to their low hydraulic conductivity, control
groundwater flow paths or may form barriers/traps for
groundwater (e.g., perched aquifers). Hence, in volcanic
environments, a complex coplay exists between permeability
enhancing fracture processes and permeability decreasing
chemical alteration processes.

The clay minerals, besides reducing the permeability of
the rock formation, have a pronounced effect on the electrical
conductivity of the medium as well. Due to the relatively
high specific surface area of clay minerals, combined with the
CEC (cation exchange capacity) of clays, chemically altered
formations can possess high surface conductivities [20]. For
fully water-saturated, porous clayey materials, we can write
the complex electrical conductivity as 𝜎∗ = (1/𝐹)𝜎𝑓 + 𝜎

∗
𝑆 ,

where 𝜎𝑓 is the electrical conductivity of the pore fluid, 𝜎
∗
𝑆 is

the complex valued surface conductivity, and 𝐹 is the forma-
tion factor [20]. Therefore, high electrical conductivities can
correspond to chemical alteration fronts [21]. The electrical
conductivity of the medium affects the signals of electrical
geophysical techniques, such as self-potential measurements,
and hence the presence of clays can have a significant impact
on measured SP signals.

In the above, we have briefly introduced various levels
of complexity that exist in volcanic environments, affecting
hydrology: complex geology, a strongly spatially varying
and dynamically changing formation permeability/hydraulic
conductivity, together with the presence of heat and heat-
driven fluid motion. The systems are further complicated
by the variability between different types of volcanoes and
volcanic features, such as stratovolcanoes, shield volcanoes,
tuff cones, and monogenetic volcanoes.

These features make volcanic environments very inter-
esting and challenging study sites, especially in terms of
groundwater hydrology and geothermal energy.
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In terms of (hydro)geophysics, volcanic environments are
highly challenging environments to image and characterize.
For example, basaltic rocks typically result in very high
seismic velocities, and seismic imaging suffers from high
amounts of scattering due to the abundance of fractures,
cracks, and faults [22].

Ambient noise surface wave tomography has been proven
a valuable tool to identify structural subsurface character-
istics of volcanic systems, both laterally and with depth
[23, 24]. Furthermore, in recent years, the use of ambient
noise for monitoring of subsurface fluids is actively being
explored [25].The cost of operation for ambient noise studies
is much lower than that for active seismic surveys, since no
active, human-made sources are to be deployed. For ambient
noise tomography, the distribution of noise sources (affecting
illumination) is an important factor, whereby uneven dis-
tributions can introduce a bias in the phase and/or group
velocities [26].

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (DC resistivity) can
provide good quality results for studying volcanic environ-
ments [4]. The method actively injects current into the
ground using two current electrodes andmeasures the result-
ing potential differences at other pairs of electrodes. In this
way, an image of the distribution of electrical resistivity in the
subsurface can be obtained. However, hydrogeologic inter-
pretation difficulties may arise when trying to distinguish
fluid-saturated zones from chemical alteration (e.g., clay
layers), both displaying relatively high electrical conductivity.
One way to try and distinguish the conductivity associated
with the pore fluid from the conductivity related to chemical
alteration is via induced polarization, where variations in
chargeability of the rock formations are being mapped [4].

The image resolution that can be obtained through static
ERT imaging is often insufficient to distinguish individual
fractures [27]. Additionally, its depth of investigation can
be limited depending on various factors, such as subsurface
electrical conductivity distribution, type of equipment and
acquisition geometry, and surface contact resistance (diffi-
culty to inject the current) (e.g., [28]). In terms of operation,
ERT surveys can be quite time consuming, especially when
large depths of investigation are desired (i.e., long cables, large
current electrode separations). With cabled, 2D systems, 2D
and pseudo-3D resistivity images can be obtained. In recent
years, novel equipment has been developed, such as the Full-
Waver system (http://www.iris-instruments.com/), which is
a nodal-based system that measures both the horizontal
components of the electric field, thereby allowing for true
3D images. The system can operate in different acquisition
configurations, including pole-dipole and dipole-dipole. The
pole-dipole capability of the system combinedwith externally
powered current transmitters allows for greater depths of
investigation.

An alternative to ERT is the Time-Domain Electro-
magnetic (TDEM) method (or transient electromagnetics
TEM). Electrical currents are induced in the Earth via
electromagnetic induction. TDEM often offers better depth
resolution than ERT and often displays a higher sensitivity
to conductive layers [28, 29]. However, it is more difficult for
TDEM to resolve the resistivity of very resistive zones above

a conductor [28]. The method allows for faster acquisition
over larger areas, avoids challengeswith current injection into
a resistive surface layer, but is typically more expensive to
operate.

In volcanic systems, groundwater and geothermal
resources can reside at depths > 2 km (e.g., 2800 meters
below sea level [30]). Particularly for volcanic island settings,
which are dependent on their own fresh water resources,
these deeper sources of groundwater and geothermal energy
may be valuable future resources.

Themagnetotelluric (MT) method is one of the methods,
besides seismics, that can be used to study these deep fluid
systems. MT allows for great depths of investigation, but
typically at the cost of resolution [31–33]. MT is a passive
method which measures both electrical and magnetic fields
related to naturally occurring currents. It can cover large
areas, in both 2D and 3D. However, the time and effort to
deploy a single station is quite significant, especially in vol-
canic environments where the necessary digging and burial
of the measurement instruments is extremely challenging.

In recent years, we have seen the emergence of airborne
geophysicalmethods, such as airborne electromagnetics (e.g.,
[34–37]). These methods can offer tremendous areal cover-
age, but typically have very high operational costs as well.

Throughout the years, the self-potential (SP) technique
has been proven to be a cheap, efficient, and quite successful
geophysical method for studying subsurface fluid behavior in
volcanic environments (e.g., [38–42]). As a consequence of
the electrokinetic mechanism that generates SP signals (see
more below), the SP method can provide unique insight into
the actual fluid flow-paths [43] and distribution of Darcy
flow velocities [44], thereby assisting in the identification of
fracture networks and other zones of high or low perme-
ability/hydraulic conductivity. The method allows for great
acquisition flexibility at high speed, allowing for coverage of
large areas of land, and the equipment is very cheap.

In this paper, we present an overview of a variety of self-
potential field studies carried out in different volcanic envi-
ronments, including shield volcanoes, monogenetic volca-
noes, tuff cones, and stratovolcanoes. Based on these different
case studies and the interpretation of themeasured SP signals,
we illustrate and discuss the variety of volcanic subsurface
knowledge, as well as the breadth of information on porous
medium fluid processes that we can extract and infer from
these datasets, as well as highlight the demonstrated successes
of using the SP method for studying volcanic environments.
Like other geophysical methods applied to volcanic systems,
the SP method has its own benefits and drawbacks. We
will discuss several of these in greater detail below, thereby
also discussing some of the challenges and pitfalls for SP in
volcanic environments.

2. Method

2.1. Brief Background on SP Field Data Acquisition and
Processing. The self-potential methodmeasures the naturally
occurring difference in electrical potential between two
electrodes coupled to the Earth. It is a passive geophysical

http://www.iris-instruments.com/
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method; i.e., it does not use human-made sources for the geo-
physical data acquisition. Different types of nonpolarizable
electrodes have been and are currently used, consisting of a
metal rod immersed in a solution of this metal. Currently,
the most frequently used types are the Pb-PbCl2 [45, 46]
and the Cu/CuSO4 electrodes. The difference in electrical
potential is measured by connecting the electrodes to a
voltmeter through an insulated wire of a few hundred meters
length. The voltmeter itself is a calibrated, high-impedance
voltmeter (approximately 10 to 100 MOhm) with a sensitivity
of 0.1 mV. The so-called reference electrode is placed at
the beginning of the profile, and each measurement point
is performed by digging a small hole, where the moving
electrodemeasures the potential difference between itself and
the reference electrode. Prior to each SP measurement, it
is recommended to check the resistance between the two
electrodes through the ground.This allows for quality control
of the electric contact, before measuring the electric potential
difference corresponding to the SP value. An alternative
technique is to measure the potential difference several times
over a small area, rejecting strongly anomalous values within
those measurements and assigning the average value to the
measurement point. Using the leapfrogmethod, the reference
and moving electrodes exchange roles every few hundred
meters in order to cancel out a systematic error build-up
due to a possible difference in electrical potential between
the electrodes themselves (not through the ground), which
is an artifact. Data acquisition is carried out by forming
closed loops that create a completely interconnected network
[20]. With respect to data processing, the whole dataset
is set to a unique reference, in particular by applying a
closure correction along these loops, to limit cumulative
errors caused by, e.g., changes of environmental parameters
or a drift of the SP measurement devices.

The self-potential method offers very fast and low-cost
data acquisition, enabling surveying of large areas of land
[47]. It is a highly mobile, light-weight technique, allowing
for data acquisition in rough and challenging terrain, such as
volcanoes.

2.2. Brief Theoretical Background for SP: Microscale Origin vs.
Macroscale Processes. Several transport processes can occur
in porousmedia, including coupled processes, i.e., flow as the
result of an actuating gradient of a different type than the flow
phenomenon itself [48].

Onsager [49, 50] discovered that there is an underlying
symmetry for the phenomenological coefficients between
actuating force and resulting flux, also known as the Onsager
reciprocal relations. Table 1 displays the so-called Onsager
matrix, which shows the types of coupling that can occur in
a porous medium containing a fluid.

Self-potential signals can arise from a variety of these
coupled flow phenomena.

Often, the electrical double layer (EDL) that exists at
the surface between the solid particles (e.g., grain surfaces
in a rock formation) and the pore water [20] plays an
important role in the generation of self-potential signals. In a
porous medium containing a fluid, a net charge is created on
the mineral surface as a consequence of chemical reactions

between the mineral surface and the pore water. This surface
charge is compensated by the combined effect of the Stern
layer [51] and the diffuse layer [52, 53], which together form
the EDL. The Stern layer consists of adsorbed ions on the
mineral surface [51], whereas the ions of the diffuse layer obey
Boltzmann statistics in the Coulombic field that is created by
the deficiency or excess of electrical charges on the mineral
surface and the Stern layer [52–54].

When the grains and the pore water aremoving, the place
of zero relative velocity is called the shear-plane. This shear
plane occurs somewhere in the diffuse layer. For the sake of
simplicity, it is often considered to be at the interface between
the Stern and diffuse layer. The electrostatic potential on this
plane is referred to as the zeta potential (see, e.g., [20]).

As a consequence of the presence of an EDL, elec-
trokinetic phenomena can occur, such as the electroosmotic
phenomenon, where an electric field drives fluid flow, and the
streaming potential phenomenon, where a hydraulic gradient
creates an electric field (see Table 1).

Various electrochemical effects can induce SP signals. A
commonmechanism involves the coupling between chemical
gradients and electric current density (diffusion of ions, Fick’s
law) [55, 56]. Another mechanism is associated with redox
processes, e.g., related to ore bodies (mineral exploration) and
contaminant plumes [55, 56].

Besides streaming potentials and electrochemical effects,
thermoelectric effects (such as the Seebeck effect) can occur,
where direct conversion from temperature gradients to elec-
tric voltages takes place. The electrical double layer has its
own contribution to the total thermoelectric coupling [57,
58]. Additionally, thermoelectric effects can distort the SP
measurements [57, 59].

When we interpret SP signals, we often assume that they
are predominantly the result of the electrokinetic streaming
potential phenomenon [60]. However, given the dynamic
nature and complexity of volcanic environments, it is impor-
tant to be aware of the various physical mechanisms at
the microscale that can cause, and influence, self-potential
signals and measurements.

When only considering SP signals of electrokinetic ori-
gin, different macroscale mechanisms can be responsible for
the measured signals, for example, topographic effects and
hydrothermal circulation effects. Meteoric water originates
in the atmosphere and reaches the Earth’s saturated zone
through infiltration and percolation processes [61]. Due to
the wide variety in hydraulic conductivity in volcanoes, there
exist variations in rainfall infiltration to different geological
beds, whose topography governs gravitational flow [61]. In a
simplified scheme, the self-potential value generally increases
with decreasing elevation, referred to as the topographic
effect. This effect is a consequence of the distance along
which the downward fluid flow travels from the topographic
surface to the saturated zone; that distance typically increases
proportionally with elevation [38, 62].

In active volcanoes, shallow thermal energy can trigger
hydrothermal circulation that will influence the topographic
effect [61]. The combination of upward flow above warm
thermal anomalies (e.g., magma reservoirs) and along tec-
tonic interfaces (such as crater walls, faults) due to thermal
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Table 1: Onsager matrix displaying the types of coupled flow that can occur in a porous medium. The main diagonal represents direct
flow phenomena, i.e., the actuating force and the corresponding flow are of the same type.The off-diagonal entries represent the coupled flow
phenomena.Onsager reciprocity is reflected by the symmetrical entries across themain diagonal (e.g., streaming potential vs. electroosmosis).
Bear in mind that this table is a highly simplified representation. Table 1 is modified from [48].

Flux Driving force: gradient of the actuating phenomenon
Hydraulic Electric Chemical Thermal

Fluid Darcy’s law Electroosmosis Chemical
osmosis Thermoosmosis

Charge Streaming
potential Ohm’s law Dorn potential Seebeck effect

Solute Ultrafiltration Electrophoresis Fick’s law Soret effect

Heat Isothermal
heat Peltier effect Dufour effect Fourier’s law

sources, resulting in a positive SP anomaly, and downward
flows associatedwith counter flows and infiltration processes,
resulting in negative anomalies [61], is considered a plausible
explanation for the typical W-shape SP profiles observed on
active volcanoes [41].

When measured in the field, especially in volcanic envi-
ronments, SP signals are likely the result of a mixture of
various microscopic and macroscopic mechanisms, where
the relative importance of individual mechanisms varies
for different scenarios. Think for example of SP anomalies
related to geothermal systems: strong thermal gradients exist
in the subsurface, and much of the geothermal energy is
released through groundwater circulation, hot gas emission,
and thermal conduction [61]. Even though it may be chal-
lenging to uniquely identify the individual contributions
of each mechanism to the measured SP signals, the fact
that SP signals are sensitive to both the thermal state and
hydrothermal state of volcanoes makes them a unique tool
for studying these volcano dynamics [61].

The above is to emphasize that besides the variety
and/or combination of microscale physical processes that
can generate SP signals (e.g., electrokinetic, electrochemical,
and thermoelectric), the actualmacroscale structural features
play a major role in the characteristics of the measured SP
signals. Measured SP signals are the result of the coplay
between microscale processes and macroscale structural and
environmental features.

For the volcanic case studies presented in this paper, the
measured SP signals are primarily interpreted as being a
consequence of macroscale features and flow behavior and
assume the electrokinetic (streaming potential) mechanism
to be the major microscopic origin for these signals.

3. Case studies

We present several self-potential case studies and their
accompanying hydrogeological interpretations for a variety
of volcanic environments, including tuff cones, shield volca-
noes, stratovolcanoes, and monogenetic fields.

These studies showcase the success and value of SP data
acquisition for studying volcano hydrogeology and dynamics
and highlight the applicability of themethod for these various
volcanic environments.

We categorize the examples into the following three
multiscale fluid-flow processes:

(1) Deep hydrothermal systems: La Fossa, Piton de la
Fournaise, and Teide

(2) Shallow hydrothermal systems: Piton de la Fournaise
and Stromboli

(3) Groundwater: Teide and Garrotxa.

These examples display SP signals associated with several of
the mechanisms discussed above, including

(i) Volcanic hydrothermal systems displaying the “W”-
shape SP signal pattern

(ii) Shallow hydrothermal anomalies, from the discharge
of the central hydrothermal system and from recent
volcanic deposits

(iii) Thermoelectric effects related to the cooling of lava
flows

(iv) Structural and hydrogeological features: crater limits,
regional faults, rift zones, incipient collapse limits,
different hydrogeological domains, elevation of the
water level/aquifer, and buried caldera.

3.1. Deep Hydrothermal Systems

3.1.1. Tuff Cone (Stratovolcano): La Fossa Di Vulcano, Vulcano,
Aeolian Islands, Italy. Our first example is the stratovolcano
La Fossa (Vulcano, Aeolian Islands, Italy). The volcanic
activity of Vulcano is caused by magmatic activity that is
controlled by regional tectonics, such as strike-slip faults
[63]. La Fossa is a relatively small edifice and has a strong
hydrothermal character [64], and it is located where themost
recent volcanic activity of the island took place. North of
the Fossa cone is the small Vulcanello edifice, which forms a
roughly circular peninsula that connected to the main island
in 1550 AD, during its last eruption. The latest eruption from
Vulcano consisted of explosive activity from the Fossa cone
from 1888 to 1890 (e.g., [65]).

Active for ∼6000 years [66, 67], La Fossa cone is the
current active volcanic center of the Island of Vulcano. Built
inside the Fossa caldera, which was formed after the collapse
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of the Cardo tuff cone and the Lentia intrusive Complex, the
present cone is the result of several phases of activity [68].
Surges, fallout deposits, and effusive activity built up the Fossa
cone with stacked and intersected ‘a‘ā and rhyolitic flows,
intrusions, pyroclastic ashes, and tuff, which are all affected
to different degrees by an intense hydrothermal activity and
by regional tectonics, as well as by at least five major craters
associated with various explosive eruptions. This makes La
Fossa diVulcano a complex and highly heterogenous volcanic
edifice.

Figure 1 (top) displays the SP data (black dots) as collected
along a 2D transect over the cone [64]. Figure 1 (bottom)
shows the result of a 2D electrical resistivity tomography
(ERT) profile [64]. We can clearly observe a positive SP
anomaly coinciding with the electrically conductive zone
in the center of the crater (blue colors). The low electrical
resistivity values in this central part of the cone are most
likely caused by the presence of a hot, hydrothermal system
combined with chemical alteration of the deposits (resulting
in various clay minerals).

As a consequence of hydrothermal upwelling, a positive
SP anomaly can be observed (Figure 1, top, red-shaded area).

On the flanks of the cone, the negative SP anomalies
are interpreted to be the result of downward flow and
infiltration/percolation of cooling groundwater at relatively
shallow levels (groundwater flow paths are controlled by
structural and geological features of the volcano). Both inter-
pretations have been validated by finite element modeling
of the groundwater flow paths, using Comsol Multiphysics
3.3 [64]. The arrows in Figure 1 (bottom) represent nor-
malized groundwater/seepage velocities and highlight the
directionality of the groundwater flow, which matches the
upwelling and downward percolation interpretations [64].
Based on these groundwater flow paths, the corresponding
SP anomalies were calculated, displayed by the black solid
line in Figure 1 (top). It highlights that the groundwater
flow patterns as modeled indeed explain the observed SP
anomalies over the La Fossa cone [64]. One can observe that
the two red, resistive anomalies act more or less as no-flow
bodies. This is a reasonable result, highlighted by the good
match between modeled and observed SP values. Moreover,
the high electrical resistivity values of the red anomalies
match those of dry basalt (e.g., [31]), thereby indicating that
very little fluid resides/flows through these structures.

Figure 2 shows the SP map of the whole cone and
illustrates the complexity faced when interpreting only SP
data. Here, some strong positive and negative anomalies
visible in the SP map remain uncorrelated with other data
types collected in the area (i.e., soil temperature and soil
CO2 flux). In the case of Vulcano, the corresponding datasets
were acquired at three different times during a one-year
period [63]. Volcanic activity and atmospheric conditions
vary significantly year-long. Also, sharp lithological con-
trasts inside the edifice and heterogeneities related to the
hydrothermal alteration of volcanic deposits may affect the
zeta potential and consequently the measured SP signal in
a heterogeneous manner, producing artifacts in the final SP
map. In such a scenario, the most reliable information is then
obtained in areas with steady hydrothermal activity. This is

for example the case in the central crater where the main
hydrothermal system has its major surface expression, as
well as in former craters, along crater faults, and at locations
of diffuse activity inside those craters. In such a scenario,
it seems more convenient to rely on SP profiles (Figure 3),
which guide interpretations at a smaller scale and can bemore
easily correlated to data types obtained from other methods
at the same location, such as a 2D ERT profile. In La Fossa
di Vulcano, this approach allows to define structural limits,
such as the limits of buried craters affecting subsurface fluid
flow. In any case, interpretation of SP data always benefits
from a joint studywith results obtained fromother data types.
This can be for example basic knowledge of the geological
setting of the study area, joint temperature or soil gas-
detectionmeasurements, or 2D/3Dgeophysical imagery (e.g.,
ERT, electromagnetic methods, radar, etc.) and can provide
additional insight into the source and the pathways of the
fluids responsible for the SP signal. The different methods
and data types will inform each other, thereby refining final
interpretations.

The Fossa cone example demonstrates that SP measure-
ments are capable to (1) detect the presence of hydrothermal
systems on active volcanoes, (2) identify the percolation and
infiltration of groundwater along the flanks and in shallow
regions of volcanic edifices. Similar observations have been
made in Stromboli [5], and (3) inform on subsurface fluid
flow paths, especially when combined with ERT surveys and
groundwater modeling.

3.1.2. Shield Volcano/Volcanic Island: Piton De La Fournaise,
France. The Piton de la Fournaise volcano is located on
La Reunion Island, in the Indian Ocean. With 2 or more
eruptions per year since 1998, it is one of the most active
volcanoes in the world. Most of the eruptive activity takes
place in the depression formed by the Enclos Fouqué caldera
and the Grand Brûlé. This U-shaped depression is open to
the East (Indian Ocean) (Figure 6) and it is thought to be
the result of a collapse, flank slide, or a combination of both
processes. The Bory crater, one of the two summit craters,
did not experience major volcanic or tectonic activity of its
own [69]. Looking only into the recent history of Piton de la
Fournaise, the Bory crater remains almost unchanged since
at least 1766, and only experienced a few minor eruptions (in
1937, 1942, 1956, 1979, and 1981), fracturing, and the collapse
of its most eastern wall in 1953 [69]. On the other hand, the
Dolomieu crater has already experienced numerous collapse
events and the crater floor was repeatedly covered by new
lava flows and projections [69]. In April 2007, the Dolomieu
crater was finally affected by a major collapse [70, 71] and
subsequent eruptions are now slowly refilling the crater.

On Piton de la Fournaise, the whole terminal cone was
mapped using the SP method, with a measurement spacing
of 20 m [72] along the profiles, creating a dense dataset,
and the measurement profiles were further densified in the
Dolomieu crater (Figure 4). The SP mapping of the terminal
cone highlights different areas displaying high SP values that
are located along structural limits of the volcano. Those
structural features have thus been interpreted as preferential
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flow paths for uprising hydrothermal fluids. The most strik-
ing examples here are the high SP values highlighting the
well-known rift zones of Piton de la Fournaise, which are
intersected by a dense fault-network. The summit Bory and
Dolomieu craters clearly show SP maxima (yellow to red col-
ors) as well and act as barriers for hot fluid circulation.When
focusing on the summit craters (Figure 4), smaller structures
such as Pre-Bory, Soufrière, and Petit Plateau, former pit
craters surrounding the Dolomieu, are also highlighted by SP
maxima. The authors show as well how SP mapping reveals
fluid flow spatial heterogeneities inside the Dolomieu crater.
As the Dolomieu collapsed during the April 2007 eruptive
crisis of Piton de la Fournaise, this heterogeneity eventually
proved to be the expression of a fault controlling the collapse
sequence: the crater floor sectionwith lower SP values (due to
less hydrothermal activity) was temporarily preserved during
an early stage of the collapse, forming an eastern plateau [72].

In the case of Piton de la Fournaise, SP has shown to
be a powerful tool to highlight hydrothermal circulation

heterogeneities controlled by rift zone fracturing processes,
crater limits, and incipient collapse faulting.

3.1.3. Stratovolcano/Volcanic Island: Teide, Tenerife, Canary
Islands, Spain. Our next example is the Central Tenerife
Volcanic Complex (Canary Islands, Spain). The central area
of Tenerife is dominated by Las Cañadas caldera where two
stratovolcanoes, Pico Viejo and Teide, are located. The initial
stages of activity of this island resulted in the formation
of a basaltic shield which emerged from the ocean more
than 11.9 Ma ago [73]. The Las Cañadas edifice was built
with more evolved magmas (mostly basalts, trachytes, and
phonolites) and experienced several cycles of construction
and destruction between 4 Ma and ∼0.17 Ma, while more
basaltic activity occurred along a NW rift zone, a SE rift zone,
as well as a diffuse southern basaltic field [74].

The Las Cañadas edifice eventually collapsed forming Las
Cañadas caldera at 0.18-0.13 Ma [75]. It is composed of three
smaller calderas (Ucanca, Guajara, and Diego Hernández)
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and various lateral landslides were identified in the area. A
debate exists concerning the mechanisms involved in the
formation of this 16 km wide elliptical caldera, whether due
to vertical or horizontal offset or a combination of both [76].
Pico Viejo (3135m a.s.l.) and Teide (3718m a.s.l.) further built
up in the caldera with emission of basanites, tephrites, and
phonolites, aswell as occasionallymore evolvedmagmas [77].
During the last 180 ka, mafic to intermediate eruptions also
occurred in the central zone, along the rift zones, and with
minor activity in the southern basaltic field as well [74, 78].

Beyond the fumarolic activity in some parts of the caldera
floor and on the two stratovolcanoes, the most recent activity
of the Tenerife volcanic complex was a seismic crisis in 2004,

which consisted of a swarmofmore than 1000 low-magnitude
earthquakes of magmatic origin [79]. However, no eruption
accompanied this crisis.

For studying the volcano and its fluid dynamics over
such a complex and huge area, the SP method is probably
the most suitable land-based geophysical tool, as it offers
the possibility to cover long distances with high resolution
and in a small amount of time compared to other methods.
Figure 5 presents the results of an extensive SP survey
carried out in Las Cañadas caldera. It is shown that the SP
signals allow to identify and map the Teide and Pico Viejo
hydrothermal systems and to delineate areas with different
hydrothermal intensity. The zones of different hydrothermal
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intensity at these two stratovolcanoes are thought to be
correlated with unknown structures (e.g., former craters,
calderas) inside the edifices. The SP maxima also highlight
smaller hydrothermal systems at two former volcanic vents
(Montaña Blanca andMontaña Rajada). Those may be either
active or fossil hydrothermal systems according to [41], who
showed that fossil hydrothermally altered volcano cores can
display weak positive SP anomalies under certain conditions.

3.2. Shallow Hydrothermal Systems. Despite the potential
impact on deep-source interpretations of SP values, shallow
sources of SP signals are definitely of interest when studying
hydrothermal circulations in active volcanoes. Both deep
and shallow hydrothermal systems can have an impact on
the measured SP signals. This can occur simultaneously, or,
separately, depending on the physical target of interest and
the location of the survey on the volcano.

3.2.1. Shield Volcano/Volcanic Island: Piton De La Fournaise,
France. Let us revisit the Piton de la Fournaise example that
we have discussed previously in terms of deep hydrothermal
systems.We now look at time-lapse SP data acquired on Piton
de la Fournaise.

Figure 6 shows SP profiles acquired at two different times
(i.e., one in February 2004 and the second in July/August
2006) along the same track, in the coastal area of Piton

de la Fournaise [80]. Furthermore, it shows the difference
in SP values between both surveys. These profiles were
acquired along the RN2 national road in the Grand Brûlé,
an area frequently affected by lava flows. The plot shows that
the two SP signals are similar except for areas affected by
recent lava flows. Measurements performed on lava flows
crossing the road before February 2004 show a decrease of
the SP signal, while those performed on lava flows crossing
it between February 2004 and July 2006 show an increase
of SP. In this case, SP measurements are able to detect very
shallow hydrothermal activity inside young lava flows (of
a few decades old). The streaming current associated with
the flow of pore water is likely responsible for the high
SP values measured on those recent lava flows, and the
thermoelectric effect generating SP signals in addition to
the electrokinetic streaming potential probably contributes
significantly to the signal strength as well [80]. In turn, the
decrease in temperature during the cooling of the lava flows,
and consequently a decrease in shallow hydrothermal activity
inside the flow after their emplacement as well as a decrease
in thermoelectric contributions, will result in a decrease of
the SP values. This opens the door for a variety of SP mea-
surement applications, ranging from mapping hydrothermal
activity to monitoring of hydrothermal activity and lava flow
cooling processes over time. On the flip-side, it also means
that, in general, determining the source of the measured SP
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signals uniquely can be challenging (especially when SP data
is the only data collected), as the contributions from a shallow
SP source will stack onto, and interfere with, contributions
from a deeper source. The result will be that the shallow
source contribution acts as a parasitic signal in studies aiming
to map deep hydrothermal activity and structures, with the
risk of it causing misinterpretations [80]. Combining SP data
with other geophysical and/or geochemical data types, or
at the very minimum with basic knowledge of the geology
of the study area, might thus be indispensable in cases of
rapidly varying hydrothermal activity, shallow heat sources,
and other shallow sources of SP signals.

3.2.2. Stratovolcano/Volcanic Island: Stromboli, Italy. The sec-
ond example of shallow hydrothermal activity highlighted by
SP data is the Stromboli Volcano, in Italy.

Stromboli stratovolcano is the northernmost island of
the Aeolian archipelago, located in the Tyrrhenian Sea. The
subaerial volcanic history of Stromboli is subdivided into
seven main phases, including Paleostromboli I, II, III, Scari
complex, Vancori, Neostromboli, and Recent Stromboli (e.g.,
[81]). Those phases are separated by quiet erosional stages or
by caldera or flank collapses (e.g., [82]). The hydrothermal
activity of this volcano has been well described by [40], based
on SP andCO2 soil concentrationmeasurements.The authors
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describe a complex hydrothermal system mainly centered at
the summit area but with a minor subsystem slightly offset to
the main one.

Looking at the current eruption dynamics at the summit
vents of Stromboli, its activity has been almost continu-
ous since 1932. The ordinary activity consists of frequent
Strombolian explosions (approximately every fifteenminutes
to every hour), as well as occasional lava flows. Most of
this activity occurs in the summit area and in a restricted
collapsed zone named Sciara del Fuoco, but occasional
stronger explosions or paroxysms [83] can throw volcanic
bombs up to a few hundred meters to a few kilometers away
from the summit vents. One of those events took place on
March 15th 2007, ejecting one of the volcanic projectiles from
the summit active vents (i.e., at ∼750 m a.s.l.) all the way
to the flank of the volcano at 560 m a.s.l. [5]. After this
event, the area of impact began to emit vapors and rose
in temperature even a long time after the impact, which is
unusual for a volcanic bomb impact crater. The heat from a
volcanic bombusually lasts a fewhours or days, depending on
the size of the projectile and then dissipates. This particular
impact triggered a new persistent vapor emission at this
distal location of the Stromboli volcano. This is why this
particular event was studied. Figure 7 shows the results of
an investigation around the block impact crater in May
2008, using SP, soil temperature, soil CO2 flux, and electric
resistivity tomography. At the location of the impact, the
plots display a clear maximum value of SP, correlated to
both the temperature and CO2 flux signals. The resistivity
model shows a shallow conductive (<200 Ω.m) layer at
10-15 m depth, nearly parallel to the topographic surface,
and connected to the surface through a narrow conductive
channel at the location of the anomalies detected by SP and
the other methods. This conductive layer was interpreted

as shallow hydrothermal activity fed both by (1) the central
hydrothermal system of Stromboli, as water condensing in
the summit area of the volcano flows downward through
more porous, shallow stratigraphical layers, and (2) fluids
rising from a deeper source along a regional fault [5].

The contribution of the SP method is crucial here as the
conductive layer revealed by the electric resistivity tomogra-
phy alone could alternatively be interpreted as a chemically
altered layer rich in conductive clay minerals.

3.3. Groundwater. Thus far, we have looked at the use
of the self-potential method to study deep and shallow
hydrothermal systems and its fluid circulation in volcanic
environments. We will now provide two examples where SP
signals inform us on groundwater flow in volcanic systems
and the associated hydrogeology.

3.3.1. Stratovolcano/Volcanic Island: Teide, Tenerife, and
Canary Islands, Spain. The Teide volcano, previously dis-
cussed to refer to its deep hydrothermal system based on an
extensive SP dataset published by [76], also shows interesting
results from a hydrogeological point of view. The SP map
displays hydrogeological signals interpreted as groundwater
infiltration at the Diego Hernandez buried caldera and at
the NW rift fractures (small SP signals in bluish colors).
This is another useful application of the collected SP data.
Figure 8 shows the results of the conversion of SP data
to a model of the topography of the water table in Diego
Hernandez [76]. Previously published audiomagnetotellurics
data [84] together withwater-level datameasured at twowells
in the same area were used to convert the SP map into a
map of water table elevation. It seems that the underground
topography of the caldera floor is a major controlling factor
of the hydrogeology in this area. The SP signal demonstrates
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as well the connection of the hydrogeological systems of the
Diego Hernandez caldera and the Orotava valley.

3.3.2. Monogenetic Volcano: Garrotxa, Spain. Our final study
site is located in Catalonia (Northern Spain). This case is
different from the rest of the examples presented in this paper
for two main reasons: (1) this is a monogenetic volcanic field
that consists of over 50 monogenetic volcanoes and (2) the
last volcanic eruption (Rocanegra eruption) is known to be
less than 11.5–13 ka old [85, 86]. Monogenetic volcanism is
a peculiar type of volcanism as its first characteristic is to
have no central path for the magma to reach the surface.
Each new eruption arises at a different location, builds an
independent volcanic edifice, and lasts from a few hours to
a few years. In the Garrotxa, despite a relative monotony in
the geochemistry of the erupted lavas, an important variety

of eruptive dynamics took place, from lava flows to violent
phreatomagmatic explosions. Even during a single eruption,
the eruptive style can change, leading to the formation of
complex edifices.This monogenetic field lies on top of Upper
Palaeozoic granites and schists or on Eocene and Quaternary
sedimentary subtracts. Eruptive products are a suite of intra-
continental leucite, basanites, nepheline basanites, and alkali
olivine basalts [87]. Regional tectonics play an important role
on the spatial repartitioning of the volcanism in the field.
Eruptive fissures are usually associated with NNW–SSE and
NNE–SSW Neogene tectonic structures [88].

In this case study, SP is expected to provide information
on the hydrogeological systemof the area, structural informa-
tion, and their relationwith volcanism. Figure 9 presents both
the obtained SP map of part of the Garrotxa volcanic field
[88] as well as an analysis of the measured SP values versus
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elevation [89]. The SP map shows a significant difference in
self-potential values between the western and eastern zones,
which suggest a lateral heterogeneity of the medium. The
western and eastern zones are separated by a NNW–SSE
lineament and a NNE–SSW lineament which could at first
be interpreted as the eruptive fissure associated with Santa
Margarida and Croscat monogenetic volcanoes. However,
Figure 9 (right) drives to another interpretation. In purely
hydrogeological zones, SP values are strongly controlled
by the vertical distance between the measurement point
and the water table, i.e., the local thickness of the vadose
zone. Typically, there is a negative correlation between SP
and elevation; considering a flat continuous aquifer and a
homogeneous medium, SP values decrease with elevation as
the thickness of the vadose zone increases (the topographic
effect). In the Garrotxa, the eastern zone shows a linear trend
with an SP versus elevation gradient of -0.19 mV/m, typical
for hydrogeological zones on volcanoes [90]. In the western

zone, no particular trend is observed. This would favor the
hypothesis of the two areas having distinct hydrogeological
properties and/or different global electrical resistivity values,
separated by the NNW–SSE and NNE–SSW lineaments.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have shown that SP measurements are a highly efficient
way to map large areas of volcanic systems under challenging
terrain conditions, where other geophysical techniques may
be challenging or expensive to deploy. Given the complex
dynamics of fluid flow, heat, and permeability variations in
volcanic environments, the sensitivity of SP data to fluid flow
provides a unique way to identify and highlight infiltration
patterns, heat-induced shallow and deep hydrothermal con-
vection, and preferential flow paths such as fractures, faults,
and impermeable zones.
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The various case studies presented in this paper demon-
strate that SP signals, despite the fact that they can result from
a variety ofmicroscalemechanisms andmacroscopic features
and consequently can be challenging to uniquely interpret as
a stand-alone data type, provide valuable insight into the local
hydrogeology, fluid flowdynamics, andmacroscale structural
features of volcanic systems, regardless of their type, and on a
variety of spatial and temporal scales, such as information on

(1) Deep hydrothermal systems
(2) Shallow hydrothermal anomalies, from the discharge

of the central hydrothermal system and from recent
volcanic deposits

(3) Cooling behavior of lava flows
(4) Different hydrogeological domains
(5) Upwelling, infiltration, and lateral groundwater and

hydrothermal fluid flow
(6) Elevation of the water level/identification of aquifers
(7) Crater limits, regional faults, rift zones, incipient col-

lapse limits, structural domains, and buried calderas.

With respect to (7), it is important to realize that SP surveys
do not directly image these limits and structural features.
SP signals highlight their impact on groundwater flow and
hydrothermal circulation, from which structural inferences
can be made.

Through integration with different geophysical and geo-
chemical data types such as subsurface electrical resistiv-
ity distributions obtained from, e.g., electrical resistivity
tomography or magnetotellurics, soil CO2 flux, and soil
temperature, the hydrogeological interpretations obtained
from SP measurements can be better constrained and/or
validated. Furthermore, knowing the subsurface electrical
resistivity distribution, SP data can be used to estimate Darcy
flow velocities that can directly inform hydrologic models
[44].

However, groundwater and hydrothermal fluid flow is
inherently a 3D problem.

Using networks of 2D ERT acquisition lines, a pseudo-
3D electrical conductivity image of the subsurface can be
obtained [91]. With emerging nodal-based electrical resistiv-
ity tomography and Induced Polarization systems that mea-
sure both horizontal components of the electric field, such as
the pole-dipole FullWaver-V systems from Iris Instruments,
we can obtain true 3D electrical resistivity and induced
polarization images, benefiting from the fact that the system
allows for flexible acquisition geometries, data acquisition in
areas with steep topography, and offers much larger depths
of investigation compared to cabled ERT-systems (due to the
FullWaver-V pole-dipole configuration). Combining these
3D datasets with 2D SPmaps will enable studying groundwa-
ter and hydrothermal fluid flow in 3D,whichwill enhance our
understanding of groundwater and hydrothermal systems
and will be highly valuable for groundwater modelers.

Alternatively, for deeper targets, 3D resistivitymodels can
be obtained through, e.g., 3D MT surveys [32]. Traditionally,
gravity surveys have been proven highly useful to obtain

3D density structural information using relatively fast and
flexible acquisition, for example, in a tuff ring complex [92],
for inference of the density structure of Piton de la Fournaise
and mass transfer in this volcanic system [93], or for a
volcanic field in Saudi Arabia [94].

In recent years, airborne geophysical surveys, for exam-
ple, airborne electromagnetic surveys, have been proven very
successful for imaging the groundwater system with large
spatial coverage [34–37].

Furthermore, the latest developments in muon tomogra-
phy demonstrate that muon imaging is a powerful technique,
especially for complementing other geophysical methods: for
example combined with gravity data to image the 3D density
structure of lava domes [95], or together with seismic data to
detect abrupt changes of hydrothermal activity [96].

Integrating SP data with any of these geophysical data
types will enable a 3D understanding of groundwater flow
patterns, hydrothermal systems, and volcanic structural fea-
tures that control fluid flow.

For the case studies presented in this paper, the measured
SP signals are interpreted as being the result of macroscale
structural features and fluid flow patterns. As discussed
earlier, SP signals have a microscale origin, and even though
we have interpreted the case studies in this paper to be
primarily the consequence of an electrokinetic mechanism,
it is important to keep in mind that other microscale
mechanisms may be at play (such as thermoelectric and
electrochemical effects). This may be important especially in
volcanic environments, where, for example, in hydrothermal
systems, hot, acidic fluids circulate.

Moreover, in fractured, volcanic rock formations, hetero-
geneities that are smaller than the characteristic scale of the
problem (such as the size of typical seismic wavelengths), but
larger than the pore scale, can affect fluid flow at the so-called
mesoscale [97]. The mesoscale forms the bridge between the
macroscale features we typically interpret using SP signals
and themicroscale origin of the SP signals. For seismoelectric
signals, where SP-like signals are actively generated by seismic
wave-induced fluid flow, it has been shown that features such
as mesoscopic fractures can create measurable seismoelectric
converted signals under laboratory conditions [98]. Using
an effective field theory, it has furthermore been shown
that three effective properties of inhomogeneous media play-
ing a role in electrokinetic phenomena (permeability, elec-
troosmotic coupling coefficient, and electrical conductivity)
are not completely independent variables when considering
mesoscale inhomogeneities [99].

However, an interpretation of SP signals on themesoscale
is not often made. Given the strong macroscale imprint on
the measured SP signals, it is likely that mesoscopic (and
microscopic) effects are often hard to recover. However, for
example, in scenarios of strong preferential fluid flow through
dense networks of microcracks and mesoscale fractures,
which can be highly probable in volcanic environments, it is
very likely that a mesoscale formulation of the SP problem
and accompanying interpretation will become important.
Future research in this direction will be carried out.

Despite the fact that microscale andmesoscale properties
have not been inferred in this paper, the case studies clearly
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show that, using the self-potential method, we have a cheap
and efficient way of studying volcanic systems in terms of
theirmacroscale structural features and flowpaths, regardless
of the type of volcanic environment (e.g., tuff cones, shield
volcanoes, stratovolcanoes, and monogenetic fields).

Given the demonstrated efficiency, success, and value
of self-potential measurements to study the hydrogeology,
as well as the hydrologic and hydrothermal processes of
volcanic environments, we expect SP-measurements to be
highly valuable in our current, multigeophysical efforts as
part of the multidisciplinary NSF EPSCoR ‘Ike Wai project,
aiming to better understand the hydrology of the Hawaiian
Islands for a sustainable water future.
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